Abstract. The PHENIX Experiment on the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) with its use of beams of polarized protons, provides a unique environment of hard scattering between gluons and quarks complementary to that provided by deep inelastic scattering (DIS). Polarized proton-proton collisions can directly probe the polarized gluon and anti-quark distributions as the collisions couple the color charges of the participants. We will give a brief overview of the PHENIX Spin Program and we will report recent results of the many probes accessible to the PHENIX experiment.
Polarized RHIC and PHENIX
The spin of a particle is a quantum mechanical attribute that probes underlying theoretical structures deeply: in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) the spin of the proton plays a central role in the understanding of the nucleon structure. A surprising result was found in the late 1980's by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) at CERN that the spin of the quarks contributed a very small fraction to the proton's spin. The original EMC publication [1] that triggered the spin crisis has since resulted in a large theoretical and experimental effort to find the pieces to the proton's spin puzzle, mainly, what role gluons, sea quarks and orbital angular momentum (OAM) play. This can be summarized in the helicity sum rule (Eq.1) where ∆(u, d, s, G) are the probabilities of finding a q,q or gluon with spin parallel or anti-parallel to the spin of the nucleon and L is the OAM of the parton.
The RHIC spin program complements the work done in DIS by making use of strongly-interacting polarized quark and gluonic probes which are sensitive to the gluon polarization ∆g, a major emphasis of RHIC-spin [2] . The transverse spin structure of the proton is also being explored with measurements sensitive to the sivers effect, transversity and the collins effect. Future running at √ s = 500GeV will focus at disentagling quark spin-flavor separation in W-Boson production thus measuring the flavor asymmetry of the polarized antiquark sea [2] .
Polarizing protons is not a trivial task; maintaining proton polarization is a challenge due to the proton's large anomalous magnetic moment. The novel use of RHIC's siberian snakes, avoids major depolarizing spin resonances in the beams and a stable spin direction can be obtained.(For details see [ 3] )
The PHENIX detector located at the 8 o'clock position at RHIC has two central arms with pseudorapidity acceptance of |η| < 0.35. These are equipped with finegrained calorimetry 100 times finer than previous collider detectors, making particle identification excellent, the granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal) is ∆η × ∆φ = 0.01 × 0.01. [ 4] . Triggering in the central arms allow us to select high p T γ, e
± and π ± . The PHENIX muon arms cover 1.2 < η < 2.4, they surround the beams and include µ ± identifiers, tracking stations and iron sheets with detectors in the gaps in each sheet.
The Hunt for ∆g
Measurement of ∆g is one of the main goals of PHENIX-spin . Under factorization, a differential cross section can be written as the convolution of a parton density function (pdf) and a hard scattering process; this along with universality of pdf's and fragmentation functions (FF, D h ) allows for separation of long and short distance contributions in the cross sections. In practice, what are measured are asymmetries: the ratio of the polarized to unpolarized cross sections (Eq. 2). Asymmetries give an elegant way of accessing parton information by counting observed particle yields in different helicity states of incident protons ( ++, −− vs +−, − + .) normalized by the polarization in each beam (P B,Y )
Latest A LL results
Measuring A LL in certain final states is a valuable tool to measure polarized gluon distribution functions in the proton. The most accurately way to do so is to study those processes which can be calculated in the framework of pQCD. PHENIX unpolarized π 0 [ 11] (Fig. 1 ) and prompt γ production cross sections at mid rapidity have shown that the next to leading order (NLO) perturbative calculation describe the data well at RHIC energies. A variety of probes have been measured at PHENIX , π 0 's [ 11] (Fig. 1) being the most mature of the probes with measurements at √ s = 200 GeV, and 62.4 GeV (Fig. 2) . The latest measured asymmetries have now been included for the first time in a NLO global analysis. [ 5] π 0 's have significantly constrained ∆g, however, large uncertainties remain and sign information of ∆g is still unknown. Charged pions are a model independent probe which are sensitive to the sign and magnitude of ∆g: quark-gluon (qg) scattering dominates mid-rapidity pion production at RHIC at transverse momenta above 5 GeV/c. Preferential fragmentation of up quarks (u) to π + , and down quarks(d) to π − , leads to the dominance of u-g, and d-g contributions. This dominance of u or d combined with the dif-ferent signs of their polarized distributions translates into asymmetry differences for the different species π + , π 0 , and π − (Fig.5) that depend on the sign of ∆g. For example, a positive ∆g could be indicated by an order of π asymmetries, i.e:
, and viceversa for a negative contribution. The latest measured π ± A LL (2006) (Fig.3) have been compared with a new set of theoretical calculations. These for the first time use charge separated π ± data for D π ± extraction. π ± are expected to be players in future global analyses of ∆g.
Particle cluster asymmetries (Fig. 5) , as well as A LL of η have been calculated. The recent preliminary extraction of η's D η , has allowed for A LL theory comparisons. D η shows a slight enhanced sensitivity to qg when compared to π 0 . Observation of difference in asymmetries could help disentangle the contributions from the different quarks and gluons. (Fig.4) Rare channels measured at PHENIX include: A LL of µ ± coming from J/ψ (Fig.4) production, e ± A LL coming from heavy quarks, (Fig. 6 ) and prompt γ (Fig. 6. ) Prompt γ are a clean elegant probe dominated by qg compton and thus can give a better access to ∆g, however as is the case for rare probes, these measurements require high luminosities, not yet achieved at RHIC. 
Transverse Spin Measurements
PHENIX has measured small single spin asymmetries (SSA) A N of π 0 and h ± at small p T for |η| < 0.35 and has helped constrain the magnitude of the gluon Sivers function [8] . In contrast, measured A N at forward X F show large asymmetries in the the positive but not the negative X F region. These interesting measurements may provide quantitative tests for theories involving valence quark effects. Other measurements include the A N of J/Ψ which may also be sensitive to g-Sivers via D Meson production as its produced from g-g fusion [10] , neutron's A N (Fig.7) , and k T asymmetries which aim at probing orbital angular momentum [9] 4. Conclusions PHENIX is well suited to the study of spin structure of the proton with a wide variety of probes. A variety of new results aiming to disentangle spin partonic contributions are emerging. In the next coming years, statistics needed to explore different channels for different gluon kinematics and different mixtures of subprocesses will become available and allow a more accurate picture of the spin of the proton. 
